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â€˜Cleanliness is your birthrightâ€™ â€“ the statement does prove valid in todayâ€™s scenario where pollution
levels have created havoc on our lives. Following the conventional methods of sweeping, dusting,
and swabbing, you cannot enjoy perfect cleanliness. The hard to reach areas not to mention the
nooks and corners are only left untouched. Dust and dirt cause allergies including even life
threatening diseases. It is only with the use of a vacuum cleaner that you can experience perfect
cleaning of your home.

The very utterance of the term vacuum cleaner will transport you to the terrain of Euroclean from
Eureka Forbes. Yes, Euroclean Eureka Forbes vacuum cleaner is the choice of millions of users
across the country. The company has an appliance for every cleaning purpose. Visit
www.eurekaforbes.com to view the complete range. At www.eurekaforbes.com, you can view
image, description, price, features, technical specifications, etc. of each Euroclean appliance.

Do you know Euroclean has been deemed Superbrand India for 2009-10? This substantiates the
brandâ€™s undoubted leadership in the vacuum cleaner segment. It was for the third time in a row that
the Euroclean Eureka Forbes vacuum cleaner has been conferred with this prestigious status. To
know about more awards conferred on Euroclean, take a tour of www.eurekaforbes.com. The UK
based Superbrands Council recognizes significant brands that touch upon peopleâ€™s lives. India
became the 25th country to join the program in 2002. It is one of the most sought after marketing
awards in India. A brand conferred with the â€˜Superbrandâ€™ tag is one of the highest profile brands,
living up to a global reputation as â€œOscar of Brandingâ€•. Euroclean Eureka Forbes vacuum cleaner
deemed a â€˜Superbrandâ€™ well substantiates that brandâ€™s popularity.

The Euroclean Eureka Forbes Vacuum Cleaner Series

â€¢	Euroclean Pro for powerful spa cleaning of homes and offices via three different modes â€“ washing,
steaming, and sanitizing

â€¢	Euroclean Robocleanz, India's first automatic vacuum cleaner. With this Eureka Forbes vacuum
cleaner, your home gets vacuum cleaned automatically without requiring your involvement

â€¢	Euroclean Storm for high pressure and effective removal of the toughest dirt in seconds to cleaning
of vehicles, walls, gardens, and more

â€¢	Euroclean IQ - Intelligent Vacuum Cleaner facilitating the convenience of silent powerful quality
vacuum cleaning by intelligently sensing the surface and selecting the cleaning mode automatically

â€¢	Euroclean ACE, facilitating deep cleaning through power function. This Euroclean Eureka Forbes
vacuum cleaner comes with 6-stage air filtration

â€¢	Euroclean Wet & Dry with Deep Cleaning + technology, wet pick-up mechanism, and auto cord
winder

â€¢	Euroclean SPAkle that facilitates cleaning involving a combination of three great cleansers, viz.
Fire, Water and Air. Child lock facility in this Eureka Forbes vacuum cleaner ensures that you need
not worry your children touching it

â€¢	Euroclean XForce, a powerful new age vacuum cleaner with 1400 watts of powerful suction
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â€¢	Euroclean Bravo, a compact wonder with attached stretchable hose; 800 watts & 1880 mm/wc
suction

â€¢	Euroclean Litevac, a 2 way bagless type and zero bend appliance.

To know about the buying mode, visit www.eurekaforbes.com.
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